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The Scaffold of Babylon
in semi first dab and as, big rare
fission, cold callous,
regular then angular,
fall form of height,
sky as leaves eye,
form down crackled
gummer.
Tips of rattle
squeal, blocks
in then. In
as morrow of gloss
to and sort inane
triple platter
racket thine, and rack
and tamper in up cater
side a-side and in
lip big rare
cutting
embrace of cutter;
And in then pray
of semi dense pray
to scare off;
muck
and they of their
sore chillum
and in first of
their then on.
And they hail them
of and random chatter
chitter
and in crops add muck
of their own
as hand by hand they
into lust.
and Date.
and are chimes
in racks!
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and false prophets, then tell
them:
add silver to reek;
join in and in reek
add slowly dabs
and all is to atmosphere.
And Hyle is
and in deserts of
them is dust and ravens
denying
in foreign language
and this foreign is by native
converted
and is the fulfillment
in agony
and die
the composition of animals
and is animal big
and if doesn’t speak
is disseminated
in this ring
of this desert
and is with whips
and is with this foreign language
flagellated
and when then this foreign ennui
calls upon, and calls
returned
descends
and it is in ennui all
and his language is that
of the foreign
is all black of jet
and he inserts
but is carefully
entering
and it hates its foreign
tongue
because in it is his hate
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and of hate
and its hate is inserted
too
And then is the flame of shalom
in their eerie
as is in their backs
so dust is of distance in skin
and dabs all settle
And there is another
foreigner
hailed in his language
and the emissary cannot see
him
And this is his gravy
of muck
then is reproach
and if they rest among
of what is left of the natives
who are dispersed
opens to glide
in his nest,
of his first
and this first ennui is at peace
then
as he is calmed
for long
is then touched
and touch is good
because it warm in belly
and liquids
suckle
and is salty on tongue
and is food that is from the
glands
and it is caring
and eating
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and as he reeks to him
he is calmed
and is all in circuits of his
ganglions
and unutterable
And he was in new uphold
merged of sense of contacted
in his awakening
to his surprise
he is almost in that familiarity
that is attending
of surfaced
as is milky in thighs
and could not awake
And the input was in foreign language
yet not in danger
because he was the Master
of his forthcoming
with message
ominous as is
as he awakes
in mucous
licking it black skin
that is in his possession
and his little circuits aflame
reproached again
and incapable of other thinking
and consumable
is novelty to him
is not instructed
and his master is in puddle
Babylon is
and multiple in chimes
that is of special effect
from gravy
It is this ennui that is allured
and disgusted of lateral abbey
and if chooses the backyard then in
the back is his disgust of
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this repeated allure
that is of the hungry nature
as often as it takes
he is then in doubt
of his acclaim
for it is for these and the like
that he is to be in fat
of these foreigners native only of
Babylon
and from afar
and is of this distrust that
the animal is unleashed
and tiptoeing into plaza
of the its congregation
and cuddled waist
and he is then taken to the patch
of growth into mountain
he is then the Beast of repellant
and is sycophant
of the then uttered in silence
of who he is the most off
but is not listened
and the foreign is almost success
but for its sorrow
but it was in aim
and his darling
who she was stoned
that she was in Date
with him
and was not
and then it was that
his children was confused
with his language
it was then if he was knocked
for he was in the foot of the mountain
and officers
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but he was not mobilized
of which is little known
and his children was confused
and it spread his utter
to Peninsula
it was said then that it was of
repeating
in others
but not of his
and she was cuddled
that she was that far from him
and his children was then bare
in circumstance
it was of his disgust that he
claimed chimes
for in them he used to repeat
and his children was bare
and in ring
and by than then
the foreign was not accepted
that was heard
It was then necessary to repeat
in then lateral
that was penetrated in several aims
but was amazed to recover
It was in envy of theirs
that he […]
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